CHALLENGE
Rainforestation Nature Park

Imagine a sports carnival with lateral-thinking activities; plenty of
team building challenges and traditional events all rolled into one!.
Step out of the office and into the stadium as we prepare for some
competitive fun. We will provide you with tailored events designed at
bringing out the best in each one of your staff. This day caters for all
levels of fitness and capabilities.
All games are safe, fun and allow for all participants to shine.
Suitable for numbers of 20+

Inclusions

Race Around The Park

- 2 hours of teambuildling activities
- Activity facilitator
- Coloured headbands
- 1 team prize or trophy for winning team
- Certificate of participation for all members
- Light refreshments
From

$42.00 PP

This treasure-hunt style activity challenges teams to follow clues to complete a
series of tasks in various locations within a certain time limit. This challenge
requires the use of planning, communication, problem solving, strategic thinking,
and observation skills.

Aussie Thong Toss
Toss a thong (a traditional Australian shoe) at target, over the shoulder, between
the legs. Aim for accuracy or distance.

Bush Tucker Taste Test

Lunch and exclusive dinner & event packages
can also be arranged.

One brave member from each team must eat a selection of Australian bush
delicacies, blindfolded! And guess what each one is. Animal, vegetable or mineral.
Beware! it may be alive!

Water Balloon Challenge
Each team receives a bucket of water balloons, which are covered with coconut
oil. Teams line up in a "Z" formation with members about four feet from each other.
Team members must pass the balloons to the next person in line. The team with
the most un-broken balloons at the end of the line is the winning team.

Tug o’ War
Haul & heave safely, no tying in! Team members unite to test their strength in
moving a motionless 7.5-ton amphibious Army Duck

Firelighter Challenge
Friction by fire is a skill that is becoming a distant memory in modern day life. Each
team must produce fire using traditional methods. A hugely satisfying activity!
(All equipment provided)
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